Making Competitive, Integrated Employment a Reality!

Monica (New York)
Monica works at Big Lots as a store associate/stocker.
She has been employed there for two years.
When looking for employment, Monica had a lot of
trouble interviewing. “My interviewing skills were not
the best and a lot of employers thought I was
disinterested with the job,” she said. She worked with
her employment specialist on becoming more interview
friendly, such as being more attentive to the interviewer
and answering questions on her own. “My anxiety and
nerves sometimes got the best of me and it was my
specialist that helped me with expressing my answers to the questions in the best
way possible.”

“Being part of a team and having my employer understand
my disability has brought great ease to being accepted
and working in the community.”
Ongoing supported employment services from FREE have been important for
Monica to maintain and keep her job. “My specialist assists me with all routine tasks
that are asked of me by my manager and is now helping me with learning new tasks,
so I can increase my hours worked each week,” she said. “The program is very
supportive of my employment journey and is very committed to helping me make
choices in the future concerning my career goals.”
Monica noted that her employer is also very supportive. “I am very happy to work
for this organization. Being part of a team and having my employer understand my
disability has brought great ease to being accepted and working in the community.”
Work is very important to Monica. “I am able to earn money to pay for many of my
recreational activities, and I like being able to be active and productive during the
day. I have always been dependent upon my family and having my job at Big Lots
allows me to be independent and make choices that I was unable to do before.”

